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Abstract 
A low communication parallel algorithm is developed for the solution of time-dependent onlinear PDEs. The 
parallelization is achieved by domain decomposition. The discretization in time is performed via a third-order 
semi-implicit stiffly stable scheme. The elemental solutions in the subdomains are constructed using a high-order method 
with the local Fourier basis (LFB). 
The continuity of the global solution is accomplished by a point-wise matching of the local subsolutions on the 
interfaces. The matching relations are derived in terms of the jumps on the interfaces. The LFB method enables plitting 
a two-dimensional problem with global coupling of the interface unknowns into a set of uncoupled one-dimensional 
differential equations. Localization properties of an elliptic operator, resulting from the discretization in time of 
a time-dependent problem, are utilized in order to simplify the matching relations. In effect, only local (neighbor-to- 
neighbor) communication between the processors becomes necessary. 
The present method allows the treatment of problems in various complex geometries by the mapping of curvilinear 
domains into simpler (rectangular or circular) regions with subsequent matching of local solutions. The operator with 
nonconstant coefficients, obtained in the transformed domain, is preconditioned byan appropriate constant coefficient 
operator, easily inverted by the LFB. The problem is then solved with spectral accuracy by (a rapidly convergent) 
conjugate gradient iteration. 
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I. Introduction 
Within the last two decades, domain decomposition techniques have become an efficient ool 
for parallelizing algorithms, particularly due to its ability to provide an equal loading of the 
computational work into different processors. The last feature is critical to avoid synchronization 
bottlenecks and thus to achieve high parallel efficiency of a parallel algorithm. 
Domain decomposition can be successfully combined with spectral methods using series expan- 
sions into orthogonal bases. The advantage ofspectral methods over low-order (finite-difference or 
finite-element) methods is that they converge xponentially fast with the number of degrees of 
freedom N. For problems in multidomains, polynomial (like Chebyshev or Legendre) bases are 
mostly used. Spectral methods with the Fourier basis seem to be of doubtful use for the construc- 
tion of nonperiodic local solutions in subdomains. The reason is that the truncated Fourier series of 
a nonperiodic function (having a discontinuous periodic extension at the boundaries) converges 
very slowly, like l/N, inside the region, and give rise to O(1) spurious oscillations near the 
boundaries, known as Gibbs phenomenon. 
However, the Gibbs phenomenon can be avoided if a smooth decomposition of functions is 
performed. In [-4], a spectrally accurate multidomain Fourier method was developed. This method 
employs a particular version of the projection technique introduced by Coifman and Meyer [-3] for 
the construction ofthe local Fourier basis (LFB). The multidomain local Fourier method (MDLF) 
of [4] is especially efficient for large problems using high resolutions in space. In this case, the 
relative amount of operations required to perform the projection is insignificant in comparison 
with that needed to execute the fast Fourier transform (FFT). 
An important advantage of this method, when compared to other multidomain spectral tech- 
niques, is that it enables agreat simplification of the matching relations for the interface unknowns. 
The matching of local solutions constructed independently in each subdomain is necessary to 
obtain the continuous global solution. For problems with constant coefficients and in simple 
domains, the use of the Fourier basis enables us to fulfill the matching of each harmonic separately, 
and thus to eliminate the global coupling of the interface unknowns. 
The matching relations can be simplified furthermore by utilizing localization properties of an 
elliptic operator resulting from the discretization i  time of a time-dependent problem [5]. 
Eventually, only local communication between the neighboring subdomains turns out to be 
necessary. Thus, the MDLF algorithm is completely scalable and possess high parallel efficiency 
[1l. 
In this paper we generalize our previous multidomain Fourier approach in order to treat 
problems with nonconstant coefficients and complicated geometries. The new algorithm incorpor- 
ates the MDLF method along with several additional techniques, uch as mapping and conjugate 
gradient iterations. A rapidly convergent (by O(1) iterations) algorithm, using a spectral precon- 
ditioner, is constructed for the solution of the full-matrix problem in a mapped omain. In effect, 
the spectrally accurate solution in complex geometry can be accomplished by a little more work 
than that required to solve a constant-coefficient quation in the simplest rectangular domain using 
the FFT. 
The structure of this paper is the following. In Section 2, we describe the MDLF approach for the 
simplest rectangular geometry. In Section 3, we set up the problem in complex geometry. The 
numerical algorithm for solving this problem is introduced in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we test 
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this method on some elliptic and parabolic problems in channels and in confined regions of 
complicated shape. 
2. Multidomain local Fourier method (MDLF) 
In this section we discuss briefly the MDLF method in one-dimension and its extension to 
two-dimension for the simplest rectangular domains decomposed into parallel strips. The detailed 
analysis of this method can be found in [1,4, 5-1. 
We describe the numerical algorithm as applied to the boundary value problem of the diffusion 
type: 
u" - 22u =f(x), x ~ [O,L], (2.1) 
with periodic boundary conditions 
u(O) = u(L), u'(O) = u'(L). (2.2) 
We divide the computational interval [0, L] into P pieces (subdomains) of an arbitrary size and 
discretize the local subproblems on the uniform grid of collocation points. 
Following [3], we cover the interval with the collection of smooth overlapping bell functions 
b,(x), which satisfy certain properties to allow the projection in L2. In our particular version of the 
LFB method the bell functions b. = 1 inside the subdomains In= [x,_ 1, x,] and smoothly decay 
outwards over the intervals 2e. This choice of b,(x) is particularly convenient for the solution of 
differential equations using the LFB technique. The algorithm consists of two steps. 
(1) Construction of the local solutions. For each subdomain we perform: 
• Extension of a local source functionf~")(x) beyond the interfaces over the distance 2~ (from each 
side). It can be done by exchanging data with two neighbouring subdomains. For periodic 
problems, Eq. (2.2), the continuous extension beyond the boundaries, x < 0 and x > L, can be 
obtained by overlapping the first and the last subdomains. 
• Projection off~")(x) with the help of the bell functions b.. The projection procedure results in 
a smooth functionft"l(x), localized on the extended interval/-, = [ff,_ 1 - e, x, + e] which can be 
represented by a rapidly convergent Fourier series. Due to the choice of b., this function 
coincides with the original one, ft")(x), on the range of a subdomain l,. 
• Integration of Eq. (2.1) with the smooth source function using the discrete fast Fourier transform 
(DFFT) on the extended interval/-,. 
The resulting solutions Ot")(x) will be the true particular solutions u~l(x) to Eq. (2.1) on the 
intervals l,, where the projection procedure does not change the source functionf,(x). As for the 
"extra" intervals outside subdomains [Y,_ 1 - e, ft,_ 1-1 and [Y,, ft, + e], where the source function 
was distorted by projection, the most economic way is not to reconstruct solutions on these 
intervals but rather not to utilize them (it will be extra work for avoiding the Gibbs phenomenon 
when the Fourier method is applied to nonperiodic problems). It can be shown [5] that for large 
problems using high resolution in space this extra work is a small percentage of the whole 
computational work. 
The global solution Up = UP.= 1 u~ ") will be piecewise continuous since the local solutions usually 
have jumps at the interfaces. 
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(2) Matching step. In order to obtain the continuous global solution, we correct he particular 
solutions, constructed at the previous tep, by properly weighted local homogeneous solutions of 
Eq. (2.1): 
P 
u = U u("), u(") =ur (") + A,h~') + B,h(2 ). (2.3) 
n=l 
These solutions are two exponential functions, h(_ ") = e -xx and h(~ ) = e ~(x-~"), 0 < x < l., which 
decay inward in the subdomain. The coefficients A,, B, have to be found in order to enforce the 
continuity of u(x) and u'(x) at the interfaces. They can be expressed, in closed form, in terms of 
jumps of particular solutions up, u;, at the interfaces. 
It seems that computation ofmatching coefficients requires the global communication between 
the processor since all the interfaces contribute to the matching relations. We observe, however, 
that if the parameter 2 in Eq. (2.1) is much greater than 1 (see Section 5.2), then the functions h_+ (x) 
decay rapidly away from the interfaces. Thus, for each particular location x, the influence of the 
remote interfaces becomes negligible. As a result, the matching relations decouple in such a way 
that computation ofeach pair of matching parameters A,, B, requires only the knowledge of jumps 
at two nearest interfaces as follows: 




d u(p,)(1)_ d .(,+ 6.=u(2)(t)-u(2+1)(o), '>(0). 
To conclude, the computation ofparticular local solutions and the matching procedure requires 
only local, neighbor-to-neighbor, inter-processor communication that makes the whole algorithm 
completely scalable. 
The present algorithm can be extended to solve nonperiodic problems. For such problems the 
continuous extension of functions beyond the boundaries i  not available. Therefore, the boundary 
subdomains should be treated ifferently. An alternative approach consists in reexpanding the 
Fourier partial sums, burdened by the Gibbs phenomenon, into the rapidly converging Gegen- 
bauer series [9]. 
The extension of this method to rectangular domains decomposed into parallel strips is 
straightforward. After applying the DFFT along the strips, we arrive at a collection of uncoupled 
one-dimensional ODEs for the Fourier coefficients. These equations are of the same type as Eq. 
(2.1). Therefore, they can be solved by using the one-dimensional MDLF routine. 
3. Problems in complex geometries 
Consider a second-order lliptic equation 
~72U -- •2U = F(x,y) (3.1) 
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in a region f2 = {0 <<, x <~ L, yl(x)  <~ y <~ y2(x)}. Here yl(x),y2(x) are smooth L-periodic functions 
of x, having the mean values )71 = 0, )72 = 1 on the period L. The boundary conditions are: 
Y = Y1,2, u = ~bl,z(X), u(O,y) = u(L,y) .  (3.2) 
The curvilinear egion Q can be mapped onto the rectangle o9 = {0 ~< ~ ~< L, 0 ~< r/~< 1} by 
means of a simple stretching transformation: 
y - y l (x )  
. ¢ = x, rl y2(x ) -  yl(x) (3.3) 
The complication of using a coordinate transformation appears in the coefficients of the differential 
operator in the transformed omain e). After defining 
= y , ,  3 = y2  - y l ,  = = - + 
rlxx = - (~" + fl" + 2q~fl')/fl, J(¢,rl) = rl 2 + rlzr, 
a=2J - l t l~ ,  b=J  -1, c=J - lq~x,  d=- J -12  2, f= J -1F ,  (3.4) 
(here subscripts x and y denote the derivatives with respect to corresponding variables, whereas' is
the derivative of a function of one variable) we can rewrite Eq. (3.1) as follows: 
~u =f  in co (3.5a) 
where 
~2U ) ~2U ~2U 811 
L~°u = ~ + a(~, 11 ~ + b(¢, r/) ~-~ + c(~, q) ~ + d(~, q)u. (3.5b) 
The boundary conditions (3.2) take the form 
t /=  0, 1 u = q~ 1,2 (~), u(0, r/) = u (L, r/). (3.6) 
Similar consideration is applicable to confined regions. Consider e.g., an annular region 
f2 = {rl(0) ~< r ~< r2(0), 0 ~< 0 ~< 2rt} with smooth boundaries rl(O),r2(O), where r,O are polar 
coordinates. We introduce a stretching transformation, O --, c0 = {0 ~ ~ ~ 2rr, 0 ~< r/~< 1 }, similar 
to Eq. (3.3), and apply it to Eq. (3.1) with Laplacian I72o written in polar coordinates. In the 
transformed omain, Eq. (3.1) takes the form of Eq. (3.5) with nonconstant coefficients resulting 
from a coordinate transformation and also due to the Laplacian form in polar coordinates, e.g., 
2r/0 q2 
a=- -~- J  -1, J (~,r / )=t/~z+~-g,  r=r l (~)+r l ( r2(~) - ra(~)) ,  
and so forth. 
Spectral approximations to the boundary value problem, Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), lead to full N x N 
matrix equation for the N expansion coefficients. The solution of this algebraic system requires 
O(N 2) storage locations and O(N 3) operations to invert he matrix (using the Gauss elimination or 
other direct methods). Obviously, for multidimensional problems of realistic size (typically, with 
N ,-~ 106), the direct solution of such a system is prohibitively expensive. 
The straightforward implementation f iteration methods to the solution of large linear algebraic 
systems i  also inefficient. The reason is that the typical number of iterations required to reduce the 
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error by an order of magnitude (it can be characterized by the condition number ~c) grows with the 
size N of a system. For the second-order operator in (3.5), ~c oc N 2 no matter whatever discretiz- 
ation method is used. 
The convergence of iterations can be improved substantially, if an appropriate preconditioner to 
the original differential operator is used [2]. In the next section we construct an efficient spectral 
preconditioner to 50 to obtain a rapidly convergent i eration algorithm. 
4. Preconditioned iteration method with spectral preconditioner 
The idea of preconditioning is to solve the equation 
H-I~,~u = H- i f  (4.1) 
rather than Eq. (3.5). The preconditioned iterations (for the particularly simple Richardson scheme) 
look as follows: 
Hu "+' = f - (2' - n)u".  (4.2) 
Both Eqs. (4.1) and (3.5) are equivalent in view of the solution but the iteration method may 
converge must faster for Eq. (4.1) if the preconditioner H approximates 50 in the sense that the 
condition number of the "compound" operator H-  150 be bounded (independent of N). 
Starting with the work by Orszag [7], a low-order (finite-difference or finite-element) approxi- 
mation to 50 is commonly used in the capacity of H. The use of a higher-order finite-difference 
preconditioner improves the rate of convergence but is partially off set by the additional cost of 
inverting a denser matrix (representing an operator, discretized on a larger stencil). Therefore, 
high-order finite-difference preconditioners are not useful. 
We propose to construct H in the same form as 5(' but with constant coefficients in place of 
variable coefficients in 5 °. For instance, the preconditioner to the operator in Eq. (3.5) should be 
~2U ~2U -- ~2U ~U 
Hu = ~ + d ~---~ + b -~ + 6-~ + du. (4.3) 
The coefficients d,/7, g and d can be obtained, for example, by the averaging of the corresponding 
nonconstant coefficients in Eq. (5.5) over the region o9: 
/7 = ~ j - 1 (4, t/) d~ dq. (4.4) 
The operator/-/, defined in a rectangular domain a), is trivially inverted by the Fourier method. 
If the coefficients in 50 vary in small ranges, then the spectral preconditioner, Eq. (4.3), obviously 
provides a better approximation to 50 than any low-order preconditioner. However if the 
coefficients vary substantially on the computational region, then Eq. (4.3) is going to be a poor 
approximation to 2'. 
The situation will change if the preconditioned iteration method is combined with the domain 
decomposition technique. Domain decomposition provides us with the new possibility of using 
different preconditioners in subdomains, each one being a good constant-coefficient approximation 
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to ~ on a small enough patch of the region. As a result, the convergence rate of iterations can be 
improved considerably. 
We illustrate this conclusion by the following one-dimensional example: 
u" + a(x)u '  - 2Zu =f(x) ,  x e [0, 1], u(0) = u(1) = 0, (4.5) 
where a(x)= 10(1 + tan20(x -  0.5)). Function a(x) changes rapidly from 0 to 20 on a small 
interval Ax. .~ 2-16o near the point x = 0.5. The forcing function has the form 
f (x )  = 2 - a + (2a + 22)x - 22x 2 which corresponds to the exact solution uex(x) = x (x  - 1). 
Following our approach, we divide the computational interval x e [0, 1] into a number of 
subintervals [x,_ 1, x,], n = 1, ..., P and define a set of constant-coefficient operators H, as follows: 
H.  = u" + d.u'  - 2Zu, x e [x , _  1 ,x , ] ,  (4.6) 
where 
1 fx 'o ?t. -- a(x) dx .  
Xn - -  Xn-  1 . 1 
Fig. 1 shows the variance of the coefficient a(x) on the interval x e [0, 1] and its step-wise 
approximation 8. for P = 15. 
The convergence history of the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) iterations with the 
spectral preconditioners, Eq. (4.6), is given in Fig. 2 for several domain decomposit ions (parameter 
2 = 1). When the number of subdomain varies from P = 11 to P = 15, the same asymptotic 
accuracy is eventually attained. However, the convergence is much fas ter  for larger P, i.e. for 
smaller deviations l a(x) - a,I within the intervals [x._ 1, x.]. If the deviations l a(x) - a,I are too 
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Fig. 1. Step-wise approximation of the variable coefficient a(x) = 10(1 + tan 20(x - 0.5)) in Eq. (4.5). 
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Fig. 2. Accelerating convergence bysplitting the computational region into an increasing number of subdomains P.
5. Two-dimensional examples 
In this section we demonstrate the capability of the multidomain local Fourier method to solve 
elliptic and parabolic problems in two-dimensional domains with curvilinear boundaries. 
5.1. Stationary problems 
Consider the solution of the Poisson equation 
Au=l  inf2 (5.1) 
in a channel-like domain f2 = {0 <~ x <~ L, yl(x) <~ y <~ y2(x)} with the boundaries yl,2(x) having 
the form of sinusoidal waves: 
Yx(Y) = - (1 + 6coskx), y2(y) = 1 + 6coskx .  (5.2) 
The following boundary conditions are applied: 
Y = Yl,2, u = O, u(O,y) = u(L,y).  (5.3) 
This problem is solved by the generalized MDLF method. The stretching transformation, Eq. 
(3.3), is used to transform (2 into the rectangular domain (o which is decomposed afterwards into 
parallel strips: 
P 
(D = U (On' (On = {0 ~ ~ ~ L 'On-1 ~ ?] ~ On} " (5 .4 )  
n=l  
In each subdomain o9, a spectral preconditioner H, is constructed in the form of Eq. (4.3) with 
constant coefficients, computed by the averaging of the corresponding variable coefficients in Eq. 
(3.5) within the strip (O,. 
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The computed solution is plotted in Fig. 3 for 6 = 0.1, kw = 3, L = 2ft. The convergence history 
of PCG iterations in this case is shown in Fig. 4 at several resolutions in the lengthwise direction, 
Nx = 16,32,64, and a fixed resolution in the transverse direction, N r = 64. The number of 
subdomains P = 2. The "exact" solution (solution of reference) Uex is computed on the fine grid 
256 x 64. Evidently the rapid convergence of the spectral solution while increasing Nx is preserved 
in this case. 
Another example of complicated geometry is a channel with grooves. The boundaries are given 
in the form: 
0 <~ x <~ L /2 ,  
L /2  < x <-G L, 
0<x<L 
yl(x) = 1 - 0.5h(1 + tan~(x - Xo)), 
yl(x) = y l (L  - x), 
Y2 = 1. 
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Fig. 4. Convergence of the PCG iterations for the geometry in Fig. 3. 
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In Fig. 5 we plot the solution for Xo = ~L, h --- 0.3, ~ = 6, L = 2re. In Fig. 6 we plot the convergence 
history at Ny = 64 and different Nx. The maximum point-wise error in the asymptotic solution is 
listed in Table 1; the solution of the reference is computed on the grid 512 x 64. 
The impact of the profile of grooves (parameter ~) on the accuracy is given in Table 2 (other 
geometric parameters remain as in Table 1). The accuracy decreases as the profile becomes steeper. 
Unlike the previous case (a wavy channel with smoothly deformed boundaries) for a channel with 
sharp grooves the error does not decay exponentially fast at high resolution (Nx = 256). The use of 
larger P or a larger resolution within each subdomain does not improve the accuracy. The reason is 
that steep gradients in the profile of the groove, Yl (x), generate large coefficients, Eq. (3.4) in the 
transformed operator, Eq. (3.5). Domain decomposition in the form of parallel strips eliminates the 
large variance of the coefficients only in the transverse direction. In the lengthwise direction the 
difference between the mean and the local values may be large. In such a case the error behaves like 
in Fig. 2 for n = 9 (relative low accuracy sustains after some tens of iterations) or, most fortunately, 
J 
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Fig. 6. Convergence of the PCG iterations for the geometry in Fig. 5. 
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Table 1 
Errors in the solution of the Poisson equation (5.1) in 
a grooved channel, Fig. 5 (ct = 6, N r = 64, P = 2) 
Nx 32 64 128 256 
loglu - Uexlmax -3 .6  -5 .2  -8 .6  -9 .4  
553 
Table 2 
Dependency of accuracy of the steepness of the 
groove's profile (Nx = 128, Ny = 64, P = 2) 
6 7 8 9 
loglu - u©xlmax --8.6 --7.8 --6.6 --5.7 
like for n = 11 (slow convergence to the exact solution). This difficulty can be overcome by 
applying domain decomposition i  the form of rectangular boxes. The results will be reported in 
a future paper. 
5.2. Time-dependent problems 
Consider the solution of the heat equation 
~u 
&=V2u- f (x ,y )  inI2,  (5.5) 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions 
u(x,y) = th(x,y) on ~f2, (5.6) 
where f2 = {rl(0) ~< r ~< r2(0), 0 ~< 0 ~< 2n}, r and 0 are polar coordinates. 
Time discretization ofEq. (5.5), using an implicit scheme, results in an elliptic equation of the Eq. 
(3.1) type. For example the simplest wo-level Crank-Nikolson scheme reads 
Un+l --  Un = ~72(l(un+ 1 + Un) ) - - f (x ,y ) ,  
T 
(5.7) 
where n refers to the times t, = nz. After defining 
2 
,~2 =- - ,  fn+ l = 2 f  --  ~2H n -- ,~2Un, (5.8) 
T 
we have 
V2,.oU.+l - 22u.+1 = F,+l(r,O), 
where Laplacian V¢2o is written in polar coordinates. 
(5.9) 
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This equation is solved repeatedly at each time step by the generalized MDLF  algorithm as 
described in previous ections. The strip-wise decomposition, Eq. (5.4), of the transformed (rectan- 
gular) domain co is carried out. For typical r used in computations, 2>>1 that justifies the 
implementation of the local matching procedure for the Helmholtz-type quation (5.9) was 
discussed in Section 2. 
As an example we consider the annular egion plotted in Fig. 7. The inner and outer boundaries 
are given, respectively, by 
rl(O) = 0.3 + 0.1 sin0 + 0.12 sin20, 
(5.10) 
r:(0) = 1 + 0.1 cos0 + 0.1 sin 30. 
The source function in Eq. (5.5) isf(x,y) = e x + e y and the boundary values are ~b(x,y) = e ~ + e y, 
(x, y) ~ ~.  
As t --* oo, the solution u(x, y, t) approaches the steady-state r gime u~ (x, y) = e ~ + e y, (x, y) ~ f2. 
The maximum relative rror in the steady solution is given in Table 3. It decays exponentially fast 
as the resolution in the azymuthal direction increases. 
However, the PCG iterations converge rather slowly in this case (at the resolution No = 64 about 
45 iterations are needed to converge). Moreover, for more complicated geometries than the one in 
Fig. 7. Annular region defined by Eq. (5.10). 
Table 3 
Errors in steady-state solution (t ~ oo) of Eqs. 
(5.5) and (5.6) in the region shown in Fig. 7; 
Nr =64, P = 2 
No 16 32 64 
lu - U~]max 
log --4.0 --8.1 --12.4 
lu~lmax 
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Fig. 7 (e.g., annular regions described by Eq. (5.10) but with higher frequencies and amplitudes of 
the oscillating components), only a low accuracy can be achieved after an affordable number of 
PCG iterations. 
The reason is that a strip-wise domain decomposition cannot handle large changes in noncon- 
stant coefficients in the lengthwise direction (see explanation at the end of Section 5.1). More 
general domain decompositions in the form of rectangular boxes will be able to treat efficiently any 
complicated geometries. 
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